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i have this problem with all the plugins i use. i’ve tried to uninstall the plugins and reinstall them and it’s the same. i’ve also tried changing audio output and it’s the same. please help, this is killing me, i am so fed up of it and it’s getting worse every day. on windows xp pro sp3 and 8, i receive occasional crackling and popping sounds. it is especially prevalent when i use
the music player. if i set it to use a particular input, such as my xbox 360 (i’m not positive it is the xbox, but it’s the only audio input that is on at times), i get no crackling and pop sounds. i just want to say that i am just reading up on plugins on wordpress and they are amazing how easy they are. thank you for this blog. oh, i thought that the guest comment was not from
you, i guess not. if you want to have a simple, speedy, reliable website for a reasonable price, youd need to do some research and theres plenty of free plugins. if you want a more customized site, youd probably need to spend some money. if you need the most powerful website builder on the planet, youd probably need to spend a lot of money. if youre just starting out
and dont have a budget, youre probably better off with a basic site and a decent web hosting package, or with a standard web page builder program like wpb or squarespace than a custom-built site. for most people, its hard to justify spending thousands of dollars on an all-in-one solution when they can buy some tools to work with and build their site on top of them.
what this means is: if you have a plugin that does what you need for the most part, but not exactly what you would like, there is a solution. crack-ajax will create an add-on or extension to modify the plugin to achieve your desired outcome. depending on the plugin, we may either create a fork of the existing code base and add customizations directly. on the other hand,
we may create a stand-alone plugin using hooks, actions and/or filters to achieve the functionality you desire.
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